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Rain is a global fashion and lifestyle media publication founded in 2016 

by Mark Benjamin. Rain began as a biannual print magazine first 

launched in 2016, realizing advertising with luxury brands such as Celine, Gucci, 

Burberry, Raf Simons, and Moncler. The brand is headquartered in New York 

and has a digital-first publishing approach with a multichannel presence. The online 

publication, rain-mag.com, caters to a global Millennial and Gen Z audience. 

OOur continued mission is to set the trends through the curation of leading and 

emerging voices in fashion, entertainment, music, creators, 

culture, and the visual arts. The digital platform 
includes exclusive interviews, product coverage and news, 

and curated runway coverage from around the globe. 

about rain



Analytics

Unique monthly visitors: 97K via Cloudflare
Average visit duration: 2:30

Percentage of Traffic:
United States: 67%

France: 12%
AAustralia: 9%

Rest of World: 12%



Gender 
Female: 46%
Male: 50%
Non-binary 4%

Age
18-24: 27%
225-34: 30%
35-44: 16%
45-54: 12%
55-65: 9%
65+: 6%

Socials
       
            @rainmagazine_ 17K



Interviews

Notable Features



special projects

CELINE - Architecture - The Wants

For the No.7 issue, Rain 
featured Madison of 
the band The Wants.

Madison was featured in 
tthe CELINE campaign 
photographed by Hedi Slimane.

In this issue, Rain tapped 
leading architecutural critic 
David Colman to explore the 
new inner world of CELINE as 
designed by Hedi Slimane.



special projects

MONCLER GENIUS

Rain was asked to create a fashion editorial featuring the newly 
unveiled Moncler Genius collection with Palm Angels.

The special project to Rain to the beachy shores of Montauk, 
Long Island with model Dominik Sadoch.



rates

rain-mag.com

SPONSORED POST: $750 (short form)
CUSTOM CONTENT: please write, rain@rain-mag.com

CPM: $22
MONTHLY BANNER: $5,500
HOMEHOMEPAGE TAKEOVER: INQUIRE

SPECIAL PROJECTS, ADVERTORIAL +  SOCIAL POST: 
please write, rain@rain-mag.com

listed rates vary based on overall buy and do not 
include agency fees. for payment terms and more
information please write to rain@rain-mag.com



publishing team

mark benjamin 
publisher 

rain@rain-mag.com

jae foo
special projects 

jaejae@rain-mag.com

advertising 
rain@rain-mag.com

rain magazine
44 e. 92nd st.

new york, ny 10128

rain-mag.com


